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FOREWORD

Most of the Research Reactors in the world have been critical in

the Sixties and operated for twenty to thirty years. Some of them

have been completely shut down, modified, or simply refurbished;

the total number of RR in operation has decreased but there is

still an important need for medium power resdarchreactors

in order

- to sustain a power program with fuel and material testing for NPP

or fusion reactors;

- to produce radioisotopes for industrial or medical purposes,

doped silicon, NAA or neutron radiography;

- to investigate further the condensed matter, with cold neutrons

routed through neutron guides to improved equipment;

- to develop new technologies a d applications such as medical

al phatherapy.

Hence, taking advantage of nearly hundred reactor x years operation

and backed up by the CEA experience, TECHNICATOME assisted by

FRAMATOME has designed a new versatile multipurpose Research

Reactor 20-30 Mw) SIRIUS 2 taking into account
- More stringent safety rules;

- the lifetime;

- the flexibility enabling a wide range o experiments and,

- the future dismantling of the facility according to the ALARA

criteria.
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II. KEYWORDS FOR SIRIUS 2 DESIGN

SIMPLICITY ------- > * a reasonable cost for

construction

operation,

dismantling

VERSATILITY/FLEXIBILITY

------ > It can evolves with scientific

and/or technologic research programs.

(Possibility of adding new options during

reactor lifetime with the minimum of work)

QUALITY ASSURANCE

> Use of qualified team for design

* Use of qualified technology for equipment

(qualification mainly based upon CEA's

experience)

SAFETY

(last but not least) ----- > application of up-to-date safety rules/

recommendations for R.R.

ALARA principle



LEADING IDEAS FOR THE PRO JECT

EXPERIENCE (based on main CEA's R.R.)

- Plate type Fuel Elements.

- Core configuration, accessibility and

SILOE flexibility

- Core block structure

1962/1987 - open pool

- downward core cooling

- experimental devices

- experimental loops

OSIRIS (IRENE, ISABELLE)

>> - hot cells

1966

- pool liner (Borax type accident proof)

ORPHEE - nuclear ventilation

1980 >> - containment penetrations

- NGB (option)



IMPROVEMENTS (EXAMPLES)

NON PROLIFERATION - LEU fuel

SAFETY - Up-to-date recommendations And
rules

- Maximal confinement f
radioactive products i'nside B.R.

- Physical segregation of the
reactor protection systems

- Emergency control panel
- Rei'nforced protection against

external aggressions for control
room.& protection systems
(civil work)

QUALITY ASSURANCE QA plans for design, construction
and erection of the facility

LARGE POSSIBILITIES OF USES (according to options)

- Neutron beams (up to 45)
- In-core and out of core

irradiation positions 
- Casemates for pressurized loops
- NGB
- BNCT building
- Heavy water reflector
- Cold source

NEW TECHNOLOGY - When it leads to progress
(digital technology for some
I&C control system)

SIMPLIFICATIONS For operation/modification/
Dismantling
- General lay-out (accessibility)
- 2 primary coolant loops
- I decay tank



111. TECHNICAL OPTIONS

BASIC PROJECT MAIN OPTIONS OTHF-R-POSSIBL P Xs

'I'liermal power 25 MWth 30 MWth:
* adaptation of coolant circuits
(civil work and biological
shielding designed for 30 MW)

Reflector * Be elements (without cold 4 Be elementsv4th * DO tank
source) diam.32 mm

Core configuration * Standard * Boronated core
SILOE, type

6 irradiation elements
5 control elements

.22 standard elements

Neutron beams * 2 tangential Cold source located in a Cold source in D20 tank
" 2 radial Be block hot source

BNCT
neutron gide Bdg
neutronradiography

Permanent auxiliaries * I hot cell: I small cell for radio-
dismantling experimental elements unloading
devices
visual examination
samples unloading

[max-A: 100 kCi (Co60)]
2 pneumatics

Removable experimental 6 to 12 in core positions *CHOUCA
devices (diam.36mm) *CYRANO

* to 4 reentrant positions * GRIFFON
* 17 peripheral positions * ISABELLE loop

(1st raw) * IRENE loop
2 maximal) pressurized * THERMOPUMP

water loops * GAMMAMETRY
* NEUTRON radiography

L
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IV. MAIN FEATURES OF SIRIUS 2 PROJECT

IV.I. CIVIL WORK/GENERAL LAY-OUT

REACTOR BUILDING

- Cylindrical shape (reinforced concrete)

* protection from external missiles (Learjet 23 - CESSNA 210)

* cheaper than a square building and safer (Borax over pressure

proof)

- Controlled leakoff containment

all penetrations into the Reactor Building are grouped

together in one room in Auxiliary.building with specific

ventilation.

- Basement 4.50)

it allows areas for primary water storage tank

hot workshop for experimentators

liquid and solid waste storage

REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING

a "connecting room" between Reactor Building.-and Auxiliary Building

allows the location of all mech anical' and electrical penetrations

RB/AB in a single room with its specific ventilation in such a way

to lower outward leakages.

important equipment (control room - protection system radiation

monitoring syst.) are located in the central part of the building,

being less vulnerable to external aggressions.

It houses I&C, Electrical, compressed air, demineralized water,

hot and chilled water production and distribution systems.
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OTHER BUILDINGS (options)

- neutron guide building.

- BNCT building with specific access for medi cal assistance,

patients' reception area and therapy monitoring.

Civil work Main figures

REACTOR BUILDING

internal 28 m

H (above the raft) - 35 m

Concrete volume - 5700 3

Steel 740 t

Wall thickness 5 cm

Building and internal structures have been checked for following

conditions 

- seismic horizontal acceleration up to 0.5 g (RCCG)

- Borax type accident internal overpressure : 150 mbar after

25 mins

water hammer on the roof 5 t/M2

- aircraft crash Learjet or CESSNA
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IV.2. REACTOR BUILDING - INTERNAL ARRANGEMENT

Internal arrangement has been designed as follows

the East side (close to Auxiliar bdg) is reserved for the water

block and includes

auxiliary pool (access to Hot cell and gammametry device) and

Fuel storage pool;

three casemates for primary cooling circuit 2 for main loops and

one for auxiliary circuits);

decay tank M3)

primary water storage tank (basement).

Water block is designed to assure at least ne meter of water above

the core under any designed accidental conditions.

- The West side is available for experimental areas

beam tubes ports at ground level, (with handling facility).

shielded cells/casemates for pressurized loops.

- Accesses

a hatch for trucks at ground level (south side)

personnel airlock at level +10.00 (close to control room)

a specific access for o: therapy area at ground level (eventual)

The control room is situated in the auxiliary building, outside the

containment. However operators may supervise the working area at

pools water level from the control room. A TV network allows

operators to watch over important areas which cannot be seen directly

from the control room.

Visitors may have a direct view inside the containment (lev.+10.00)

through a window above the main control room, without disturbing the

operators.



IV.3. MAIN CORE CHARACTERISTICS reference configuration)

Core thermal power 25 MW

Core Flow rate AD M3/h

Average heat flux 45 W/CM2 -

core inlet temperature 400C

Core outlet temperature 490C

Standard fuel element number 23 plates) 22

Control fuel element number 17 plates). 5

Irradiation element number 12 plates) 6

Beryllium reflector element number 10

Fuel cycle duration 21 days

Maximum fast neutron flux (E > 0.1 MeV) 3.8 x 114n/.cm2.s

Maximum thermal neutron flux (E < 0625 eV) 3 x 114n/CM2.S

FUEL ELEMENTS MTR - Plate SILOE type LEU 19,75%

Plate number U5(g) Burn-up(%)

Standard 23 413 55

Control 17 305 40

Irradiation 12 215 30

CORE

U5(g) U8(g) P g BU(%)

BOC 8.646 46.400 300 23.8

EOC 8.024 46.300 400 .29.3
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IV.4. POOLS MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

There are three pools which can be isolated by two cofferdams

REACTOR POOL AUXILIARY POOL FUEL STO RAGE POOL

reactor block housing access to hot cells spent fuel storagel

(underwater). racks

main core cooling inlet experimental devicesl 140 fuel elemental

functions and outlet storage

2 natural convection

valves

fuel storage (one core) position for fuel

transportation cask

neutron beams sleeves

----------------------------------------------------------------------

- upper part (square): L = 700 m IL = 620 m

Dimensionsl 4.80 x 40

-lower part (cylinder): I = 240 m 11 = 240 m

4.30 m

H : 11.20 m H 6.50 m IH = 6.50m

I----------------------------------------------------------------------

Specific I - annular cavity at I I

point core level Borax I I

I I

-penetrations

-S.S. inner liner I S.S. liner IS.S. liner

-C.S. outer liner



IV.5. NUCLEAR AUXILIARIES

FUEL STORAGE CAPACITY

- Fresh fuel the storage capacity is designed for 750 EFPD

- Spent fuel - r6actor pool : 1 core 34 elements)

- fuel storage pool for 600 EFPD

HOT CELLS

- non destructive examination hot cell (basic project)

[5.20 m x 490 m width x 5.00 m height] for

removal of irradiated samples from experimental devices-,
loading of samples (irradiated or not) into experimental devices;

repairing or dismantling the auxiliary elements of experimental

devices;

cutting of worn mechanical of rig parts.

It is designed to allow, inside biological shielding,

up to 100 kCi 37.105 GBq) of Co 60 for 2.5 10-6 Sv.h-1 at the

cell wall contact .

- I smaller hot cell (option) can get out baskets in which ti ght

containers for irradiated samples are situated.

[1.70 m x 195 m x 26 m height]
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NEUTRON BEAMS

- 2 tangential north and south-west sides

the north one can be devoted to neutrontherapy (possibility of a

separate area for patients)

thermal neutron flux at beam port 1.8 . 109 n.CM_2.S_1

Oth/Of 26

- 2 radial west side

thermal neutron flux at, beam port 3.109 n.cm-2.s-1

Oth/of 1.7

They can be aiming at a cold source (option) located either in a Be

block or in D20 tank (option).

CONVENTIONAL PNEUMATICS (basic project)

2 pneumatic tube systems.

Irradiation position behind Beryllium blocks

Oth > 1013 n.CM_2.S_1

with Oth / Of 20

Maximum speed of shuttle 5m.s-1

(internal diameter 14 mm - total length 124 mm)

Samples are loaded and unloaded from a specific room located close to

the west side of Reactor pool at level 650.
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NUCLEAR VENTILATION

normal nuclear ventilation includes

an air supply set to compensate air exhausts and to control the

ambient emperatures;

one "active" exhaust network connected to the hazardous rooms

equipped with absolute filters;

one circuit for air recycling from-the non active rooms.

Normal nuclear ventilation is stopped under abnormal conditions

inside the containment area; it has electrical back-up.

emergency ventilation (exhaust only)

This exhaust network, equipped with absolute filters and iodine

traps is designed to

perform air iltration on iodine trap in case of excessive

contamination inside the containment;

maintain a minor negative pressure inside the Reactor building

when normal ventilation network is stopped;

allow the temporary over pressure to be filtered out through.

active carbon filters if a orax type accident occurs.

- hot cell specific exhaust network equipped with absolute filters

and iodine trap.

- gazeous wastes exhaust.
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NUCLEAR VENTIL"'TION MAIN FIGURES

Negative Zone IV (hot cell) > 22 mbar

pressure Zone III 1.2 to 14 mbar

inside RB Zone II 0.8 to I mbar

Air supply flow rate 38.700 NM3/h

Air exhaust flow rate 29.300 NM3/h

Recycling max.flow rate 23.600 NM3/h

Emergency ventilation air exhaust 800 NM3/h

Hot cell air exhaust 2.000 NM3/h
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IV.6. WATER CIRCUITS

MAIN PRIMARY COOLING CIRCUITS

PRIMARY CORE COOLING SYSTEM MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

Fluid Demineralized water

Decay tank

number

volume 100 M3 (approximately)

Pump*

type centrifugal

number 2

flow rate 1200 M3/h (each train)

Heat exchanger

type tubular

number 2

exchange thermal power 12.5 MWth

flow rate, primary side 1200 M3/h (each train)

inlet temperature 49-C (primary side)

outlet temperature 40-C (primary side)

flow rate, secondary side 1800 M3/h (approx.)

maximum inlet temperature 32-C (secondary side)

outlet temperature 39 'C (secondary side)

Pumps are equipped with Flywheels designed to guarantee 85 % of Core

cooling flowrate 7.5 seconds after loss of electrical power, but

Reactor is automatically shut-down 3 seconds after loss of power.
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AUXILIARY PRIMARY CIRCUITS

- PRIMARY WATER PURIFICATION HOT LAYER

2 identical files 100 % (flowrate : 15 M3/h)

Connections between both purification trains allow each component

of a train to be backed up by the corresponding one of the other

line.

regenerative heat exchanger (normal operation) 'and electrical

heater (start-up) 90 kW

hot layer height 2.3 m - At +51C

- CLAD FAILURE DETECTION

2 pumps (flow rate 4 M3/h) backed-up powered.

- PRIMARY DRAINING CIRCUIT

One draining tank located in the basement, inside the containment,

can store active primary water from one of the three pools.

- POOLS SKIMMING

Dusty water is sent either to liquid wasts tanks or, through.

appropriate filtration, to the draining tank.

- ADDITIONAL POOL COOLING SYSTEM

It is made of a single one heat exchanger located on the

purification hot layer circuit. Heat removal is performed by

connecting the secondary to the circuit city water outside Reactor

building. This residual heat removing mean could be useful occuring

a long duration loss of off-site electrical power stopping for more

than a week normal ventilation and normal primary and secondary

cooling systems.
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IV.7. ELECTRICITY

see Single line diagram

Off site power two separate lines (1.500 kVA)

two transformers 1250 kVA) for non backed-up grid;

two transformers (400 kVA) for backed-up power supply and

uninterruptible electrical sources;

three uninterruptible electrical power units for reactor

protection system (autonomy :l hour);

two more units for other consumers .(experimental devices, data

system...

two stand-by diesel generators (400 kV) for keeping power on

ventilation system, I&C and back-up uninterruptible power

sources.

IV.8. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL

The main features of I&C systems are

compliance with modern safety requirements for Reactor Protection

System or safety related components (segregation of ways, one

single failure criteria..;control room outside containment,

emergency control panel ...

availability shut down logic in a 23 vote.

high reliability and first choice technology.

digital technology is chosen when appropriate; especially 'for

core nuclear measurement and reactor protection system.

ergonomy Man-machine dialogue.

* traditional methods are used for control rods and a

synthetic mimic panel provides information on the

general status of the facility.

* screens and printers provide information on other

operations.
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I&C systems include mainly

the Reactor protection system core nuclear measurement, safety

related sensors, shut down system. All this equipment is of the

highest safety level (IE safety class). There are 3 lines that

are physically and geographically segregated as far as Dossible.

the control system for the reactor and its main auxiliary

circuits. There are 2 redundant digital processing units.

the reactor data processing system which is designed to process

in real time all data related to the reactor cycle, and

experiments.

the health physics monitoring system.

intercoms means (TV, telephone ... 
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V OPERATION

For one year's operation at the rated power of 25 MW

10 cycles 210 EFPD

FUEL 20 Standard elements

10 control elements

10 irradiation elements

CONTROL RODS 1 every 2 years

ELECTRICAL POWER 1.500 kW at 25 MW

o < 107 kW.h/year

WASTES liquid

activity < JO-5Ci/M3 37.106 Bq) -80 M3

activity > 1O-5Ci/m3 M3

- Mixed bed I.E.R

2 000 to 2 500 litres

- Solid

activity < -5 C/M3

incinerable - to 3

other wastes < 3 3

REACTOR OPERATION STAFF 39 to 59 operators (including engineers)

- Head, safety, QA 6

- Operators Shift agents 5 or 6 teams x 4

Othe rs 10

- Maintenance groups 20

- Health physics agents 5



SIRIUS 2 - DESIGN CRITERIA

[REACTOR

Fuel MTR plate type (SILOE) 76.1 x 80 x 873 cm
U 3Si,/Al 48 g/cm'
Enrichment : 19.75%
At equilibrium 33 elements 22 + 5 6)

Moderator/Coolant Dernineralized water

Reflector Beryllium blocks heavy water tank

Absorber Hf
Fork type control rods

Cycle duration 21 days

[FLUXES

* In core positions Fast flux (E> 100 kev) 3.8 10" n.cm-'.s-'

* In reentrant positions: Thermal flux (E< 0625 kev) 3.5 10" n.cm-2.s-1

" I" raw Thermal flux 3.10" n.cm-2.s"

[AVAILABILITY = 99% (MELUSINE = 99.3, SILOE = 98.7%)

[LIFETIME = 30 Years

[THE RMAL HYDRAULICS

• Thermal power 25 MWth (extensible to 30 MW*)

• Primary coolant flowrate 2,400 M3 h-' 2 loops 50%)

• Averaae heat flux 45 W.cm-2

* Core inlet temperature 40'C

• Core outlet temperature 49'C

* Core pressure drop 7.4 mWG (at nominal speed 5.2 m.s-')

* Cold source wet bulb temperature 320C

�D.B.A.

BORAX type accident with complete core meltdown under water

Underwatering of Core by passive means

The primary cooling system have no safety related functions

Option
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